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The powerful mind of Winthrop Bell - a Canadianpsychology professor at Harvard - has only begun to berevealed. A page–turning, true story about the man whofirst rang the alarm on Hitler, the Nazis, and the Holocaust.  

Immerse yourself in 1920s Vancouver where the realities

of working-class women are on full display through the

voices of the four Pluck sisters. A historical foray that is

equally heartfelt and compelling.  
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Reviewed by blogger Nancy C.

The Berry Pickers
Amanda Peters

The story opens with the disappearance of 4-year-old Ruthie, the
youngest child in a Mi’kmaw family that has left Nova Scotia for
their annual berry picking pilgrimage to Maine. No spoiler alert
required here as we are introduced early on to another family in
Maine… Lenore, Frank and their 4-year-old daughter Norma
who is beset by dreams of being in another place with another
family. This story follows the paths of these two seemingly
unrelated families as they navigate their lives under the mantle
of enormous grief and unbearable guilt but bolstered by the
restorative power of love and family.

Find these reviews and more on our Check It Out Blog at checkitoutwpl.ca

Reviewed by blogger Kelly I.

The Whispers
Ashley Audrain

The Whispers opens with a barbeque at Whitney Loverly’s house.
Whitney is a married mother of three, she always looks put
together, is successful in her career, and wants to project that
flawless image to everyone at her party. Unfortunately, she loses
her temper with her son, the partygoers all hear it, and her perfect
façade is immediately shattered. When her son Xavier later has a
terrible accident, questions begin to swirl about how it happened
and Whitney’s involvement. Audrain does an incredible job of
capturing the details, complexities and emotions of motherhood.
The story is never just a scandalous look at the goings-on in this
neighbourhood, but more a deep dive into what being a woman
and mother really entails. 
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Land of Milk and
Honey

C Pam Zhang

And Then She Fell
Alicia Elliott

Featured Fiction Featured Non-Fiction

The Wake-Up Call
Beth O’Leary

The Secret Hours
Mick Herron

Enter the cryptic world of
British espionage and The
Park (aka MI5), where

newbie agents looking for
truth are no match for top
spies with something to

hide. Suspense at its best!  

Kings of Their
Own Ocean

Karen Pinchin

The Heaven & Earth
Grocery Store
James McBride

The Abduction of
Seven Forgers

Sean Dixon

Do You Remember
Being Born?

Sean Michaels

The Vaster Wilds
Lauren Groff

The Museum of
Failures

Thrity Umrigar

Small Town Sins
Ken Jaworowski

Leslie F*cking Jones
Leslie Jones

The Book of (More)
Delights
Ross Gay

Star Crossed
Heather Dune Macadam

& Simon Worrall

The Six
Loren Grush

Passionate Mothers,
Powerful Sons
Charlotte Gray

Of Time and Turtles
Sy Montgomery

Bright Young Women
Jessica Knoll

The Underworld
Susan Casey

Making It So
Patrick Stewart

Project UnLonely
Jeremy Nobel

Bluefin tuna have become
endangered due to sport

fishers, harvesting and their
status as a modern delicacy.

Dive into this deep ocean
exploration of marine life
and the people striving to

preserve it.  

The Lost Supper
Taras Grescoe


